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09.30 WELCOME

09.40 SESSION 1 ‘CELEBRATING TEN YEARS OF COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH’
Collaborative research 2008-2018: ten landmark achievements and ten aspirations – Mr Tom Pinkney & Matt Lee
Ten priority research questions for UK collaboratives: a Delphi study – The Delphi Study Group
The international experience: conducting research in resource limited settings - Mayaba Maimbo (Zambia)

10.45 REFRESHMENTS

11.15 SESSION 2 ‘GETTING IT RIGHT FIRST TIME: DESIGNING HIGH QUALITY COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH’
The patients’ view: What do patients want to see in a study? – Sue Blackwell
The researchers’ view: What questions should researchers be asking? – Prof James Hill
The funders’ views: What questions are funders interested in funding – TBC
Convincing patients, professionals (& NICE) of intervention efficacy using observational data -Prof Andrew Renehan
Innovations in trial design: future proofing trials – Prof Richard Adams

12.30 LUNCH

14.00 SESSION 3 ‘UK COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH 2018: ACTIVE STUDIES’
Launching soon: The Sunflower Study (SPARCS), FALCON (GlobalSurg) and the StarSurg 2019 study launch
Work in progress: IMAGINE (EUROSURG), ROCSS (WMRC), Delerium Day Audit (GMRC) and MEMBRAIN (BNTRC)
Winning abstracts: oral presentations

15.40 REFRESHMENTS

16.00 SESSION 4 ‘#SOME AND COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: A SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP’
Top of the tweets: top ten visual abstracts
The benefits of using social media to optimize research – Mr Richard Brady
How to harness social media for research – Jean Liu (Altmetric)

17.00 SESSION 4 CLOSING DEBATE: Prof Dion Morton vs Prof Jared Torkington
“This house believes that all collaborative research should be published under corporate authorship”

17.30 DRINKS RECEPTION